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P re fo rm s F e b . 1 7

/Dean
A
Williams to be
Honored at
NAACP
Luncheon
By Rachel M erraell
News Writer

Don Williams, Sr„ Dean of
Minority Affairs at GVSU,
was one of 12 individuals hon
ored on February 2, 1991, at
the ninth annual Giants
Awards.
Dean Williams was selected
by a committee o f 37 people
representing
the
AfricanAmerican community.
The process included:
1) Nomination by someone
on the committee.
2) Sending in a profile
outlining educational and
social aspects, as well as
noting contributions of

importance to the
community.
3) A majority vote by the
committee in order to
be elected.
4,i A letter is seni to the
individual if they have
qualified.
Staled Williams, "It is a
confirmation that the direction
I have elected to follow and
the support that the university
has given me is ui the right di
rection.”
Williams speaks of the man
that his award is named aler as
one who in this community
"... had the skill and the
p erm ission ...regard less o f
race.”
W illiam s further noted.
"The credit that 1 have person
ally received is iu direct pro
portion with an enormous
amount of .assistance that has
been given me in my office
from Grand Valley State Uni
versity and the Grand Rapids
community."
On February 23,
Dean
Williams will be honored at a
l^hincheon by the NAACP.
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GVSU to Hold Teach-In on Persian G ulf War
liams;
•and “Israel, Restraint and Re
taliation: Do Words Mean What
Grand Valley State University
They Seem,” by James Th
is sponsoring a teach-in on the
ompson, associate professor of
war in the Middle East on Thurs
political
science.
day, February 14, from 1-4 p.m.
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forum
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GVSU
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By GVSU Public Relations

War,” by GVSU student Gerry
Charecb;
•"Patriotism, the Media, and
Opposition to the Gulf War,” by
sociology instructor Edward
Haurek;
•’The Persian War: Gender,
Race, and Class Issues," by
Frances McCrea, assistant pro

fessor of sociology;
•”An Arab Perspective on the
U.S. Involvement in the Middle
East.” by Karen Henry of the In
stitute for Global Education;
•"Will War Work? Practical
Nonviolent conflict Resolution
in the Persian Gulf Crisis,” by
GVSU student Brandon Wil-

Grand Valley Research Projects in Action
By Steve I ngres
News V> riter

Even though Gram) Valiev is
primarily a leaching institution,
the university has been active in
several research projects over
the Iasi lev. years.
According to the Stowe and
Davis Research Nub-Coinmitlee.
the universitv s investment in rc
search is growing and will con
tlime to grow
Presently, re
se.iuh ex[K!Klitures make up
onlv less than one [x-rcent ol the
i ol lege budget
In the l*lMX X‘t lisial veal
GYSl s[K'ni 51.1 ! 1,2M m re
search ex|X’ndilurcs. primarilv
spin into lour areas lac iliiics
management, water resources,
resc, ik h and development, and a
. i inc c'pl cailed released lime
where l.icullv members gel in
vi dved in pn >iec Is diiec llv w nli
- lu d c n ls

\ , i >1d III V In III Is Ie p<'I I
Michigan sp'iids 1 ' x |vi c ei it . 4
In tis, al budget on rese.iic li .tint
Western Michigan has a - |xu

cent allowance Given these sta
tistics. one may conclude that
GVSU does not spend enough
on research. According to John
Gracki. chairman ot the Researeh Committee, this is not the
c ase
"Hie reason why funded re
search is low is because we arc
primarilv a leaching institution.
Gracki said
'Michigan is a

world-class university and de
votes much time to research,”
Gracki also pointed oul tfi.it
GVSU does a great deal of work
with the money that they spend,
citing the work done by the Wa
ter Resources Institute.
"In my 20 years here. I'm
happv to say that we've found
interested parties who wanted to
help us with funds to study our

water in the Grand River."
Gracki noted.
"The Social Science Center
also does work w ith community
groups that involve scxial serv
ices. Each division has scholar
ship work going on. A lot of this
work doesn’t require much uni
versity funding, as our partk i
See RESEARCH p. 1

Eating Disorder Support Group Begun
suggested the weekJy campus
meetings to gain information on
support
group due to the
eating
disorders
like
anorexia
at GVSU
amount of students suffering
and bulimia or to gain support

By Deb Schultz
News V>nler

Grand Valley’s Counseling
('enter, in cmiperation with
' Forest View Hospital, (us imtil aied an eating disorder support
I croup everv Tuesday from *>lb «) pm m 224 Commons.
Hie support group wall be led
bv Forest View Occupational
! Therapisi Jorrene Tobin Any
one is welcome to attend the

through group discussion.
Similar support groups are
sponsored by Forest View Hos
pital every Monday from 7:30X: 10 pm at the hospital or at the
same time every Tuesday al the
Forest View Family and Com
mumty Outreach Center located
in Jemson.
GVSU freshmen Amy Lohman and Kim Monroe, both
having suffered from anorexia.

from eating disorders here at
Grand Valley.
Lohman
com m ented.
"There are lots of people here
with eating disorders. I can
spot them easily simply be
cause I know what the symp
toms are and what to look for
1 hope these people will be
brave enough to come to the
group because we re talking
See

e a t in g

p '

Research
Arm

C 1991 AT5T

Lansing - The Michigan Col
legiate Coalition has announced
the formation of a new non
profit research corporation, the
Michigan Student Education
Fund (MSEF).
The M ichigan Collegiate
Coalition becomes the first of
the roughly 25 established state
student associations to form a
tax exempt research foundation.
According to Peter Lutz,
MSEF’s Director of Research,
the new research foundation
will enable state policy-makers
to gain a new, more student-ori
ented source of scientifically
valid information.
“The formation of MSEF will
allow state policy-makers to re
ceive data compiled from stu
dents regarding issues that af
fect students in the university,”
Lutz said. Lutz is a former re
search analyst for the state’s
Department of Management and
Budget and currently is a stu
dent at MSU.
MSEF’s first project is a
study on the effects of unmet
student financial need. “Uni
versities in Michigan, both pub
lic and private, depend on the
state government to one extent
or another. When the state has a
budget crunch so do our univer
sities, and many students are di
rectly affected. The state wants
to know what the hidden costs
of funding shortfalls are and to
do this they need the kind of
study we can conduct,” Lutz
said.
Lutz cited the possibility that
students are working more and
taking fewer credits, thus draw
ing out the number of years
their education is subsidized by
the state.
The formation of MSEF be
gan last spring through discus-

See MCC p. 3

IMAGINE
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HAD NEVER ;
DONE THIS 1/
BEFORE. M

*

Ouch She
wouldn't go into a
big competition
unprepared. Is the
NCI.EX really any
different?No! If
you want toseore
your best, prepare
wit lithe best.
Stanley H. Kaplan.

Get theARTCallingCanJ and your first call is free.
There’s no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free A IR T Calling Card, you’ll
get your first 15-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card,
you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
your card, even if you move and
get a new phone number.

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver
H us program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student’s budget go farther
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 8 0 0 525-7955, E xt. 655.
And let freedom ring.

AJKT. Helping make college life a little easier.

KAPLAN

N U R S IN G B O A R D S REVIEW

f.

AKr

SUNLIT H * API AS {OIK ATlQNAl CtNTfR lTD

2627 EAST BELTLINE S.E.
GRAND RAPiDS, MI 49506-5937
CALL: (616) 957-9701

•A J500 value for a coast-to-ooast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the AJ8ET Night/Weekend ailing period, lipm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm
Friday through 5pm Sunday. Mou may receive mote or less calling time depending on where and
when you call. Applications must be reoebed by December 31.1991.

The right choice.

February 13,1991 The Lanthom
MCC from p. 2 ------------------sions between state policy-mak
ers, alumni of the Michigan Col
legiate Coalition (MCC), and
current MCC staff.
“This couldn’t have happened
without the help gf pro-student
legislators like former Senator
William Sederberg,” said Lutz.
Lutz also cited MCC alumni
who are concerned about the ef
fects that dramatic tuition in

creases have had on their alma
maters.
The study will contain a sur
vey of Michigan college students
and a series of public forums on
several campuses to collect stu
dent testimonial data. The times
and dates of the forums will be
announced at a later date.
The Michigan Collegiate Coa
lition represents the students of

Page 3

Michigan’s 13 public universi
ties to the state legislature, Covemor’s Office, and the U.S.
Congress. Incorpprated in 1987,
MCC is the fastest growing state
student association in the nation.
The Michigan Collegiate Coali
tion, based in Lansing, conducts
lobbying, research, and campus
based educational campaigns.

tmsftsm
1/27/91: A hit and ran acci
dent occurred in Lot J. The ve
hicle, while legally parked, re
ceived damage to the side rear
quarter pan el The owner of the
vehicle is a student.
1/28/91: An accident oc
curred at North Campus Drive
and Lake Michigan Drive. The
driver of one vehicle failed to
stop and struck the rear of the
other vehicle, damaging both.
Both drivers are students and no
one was injured.
1/29/91: A non-student was
arrested for driving with a li
cense suspended. The vehicle
was pulled over after crossing
the centerline, almost hitting the
police car.
A student reported that his
power antenna was broken off
his vehicle, which was parked
in Lot D. The police have no
leads or suspects and the inci
dent is under investigation.
1/30/91: A student was ar
rested on a warrant for assault
and battery.
2/02/91: An accident o c
curred in the rear Field House
lot. The driver of one vehicle
backed out and struck the rear
right quarter panel of the other
vehicle. Neither of the owners

RESEARCH from p . l ----------pants arc also teaching staff
here.’’
Other projects in GVSU’s re
search budget include new de
signs for office systems furni
ture, primarily for the facilities
management group.
In the future, Gracki stated
that a central research office has
been discussed that would keep
track of federal regulations that
have to be followed when you
obtain federal grants.
Gracki also commented on a
more hands-on approach for the
students, getting them involved
in the research projects at GVSU
and planning for future projects.
E A T IN G from p .l

life and death here and no one
can go through it alone.”
Lohman went on to stress that
having an eating disorder does
not make a person “bad” or
“crazy”.
One does not have to be at the
extreme of the anorexic or bu
limic definition in order to suffer
from it and need help. Left un
treated, eating disorders or ab
normal eating patterns will
worsen and threaten a person’s
health... and eventually his/her
life.
Although the eating disorder
support group is not a therapy
group, medical attention or psy
chiatric counseling can be ac
cessed through the meetings if
requested.

are students, and no one was in
jured.
A non-student was arrested on
a warrant out of Wyoming for a
mutilated operator’s license. The
vehicle was pulled over for
speeding.

M edical Emergencies
1/29/91: A student who was
having I T possible appendicitis
attack in the restroom in Macki
nac Hall was taken to Butterworth Hospital by LIFE Ambu
lance.
A student received a cut in the
palm o f her hand by broken
glass in Loutit Hall. She was
taken to Campustowne Medical
Center.
2/01/91: A student fell from
the top bunk while horsing
around in Robinson. She re
ceived a large bump on her fore
head along with an abrasion and
swelling on her cheekbone. She
was taken to Butterworth Hospi
tal by LIFE Ambulance.

A Reminder
•Allen Wygant, Director o f
Public Safety, would like to re
mind everyone that the new Lot
F extension has many open
spaces and encourages its use.

“We had an obvious parking
problem. However, the parking
situation is still perceived as a
problem, as people are still
overcrowding in Lot J.”
According to the Department
o f Public Safety (DPS), some
people have started using the
Lot F extension, but not as
many as they had hoped. Most
o f the vehicles occupying the
new lot are those that had pre
viously parked in the rear of
Lot F. Lot J is still being
packed to capacity, while the
extension remains less than
half-full.
What DPS would like people
to do is to utilize the new lot
because it is centrally located
Some people continue to move
their cars between classes i f
they are going to be on the op
posite end of campus later. The
extension would be a good lot
for these people to park in be
cause, since it is near die center
of campus, they can walk to
any building, taking only a few
extra minutes to do so.
If more people will start tak
ing a few extra minutes to park
in the hew lot, the traffic and
crowding in Lot J can be cut

The Largest Selection O f New Releases
and Nintendo In West Michigan Up to 15,000 Videos
Per Store!

Now Playing at
Video Tyme:

★ Navy SEALS *
★ Problem Child ★
★ Die Hard 2: Die Harder *
3880 ; AK'r V C m DRlVF NW
X I 10 t/R • A :. • S
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33- BA DW N
\ ■, V ■’
'A
JEN :SO \
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IN HIGHPOINT CENTER

5200 NORTHLAND DRIVE NE
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667 LEONARD NW
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1243 LEONARD NE
AT FULLER

3618 BURLINGAME SW
1/2 BLOCK SOUTH OF 36TH

2650 E. BELTUNE SE
NEXT TO TOYS fl US

1106 BURTON SW
AT GODFREY-WYOMING

5436 S DIVISION SE
AT 44TH ST.

4520 BRETON SE
AT 44TH ST.

1279 APPLE AVENUE
WEST OF HIGHWAY 31
MUSKEGON
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A Laker Pom Port girl, with the rest o f the Pom Port Squad, entertained
during halftime at the men's basketball game last Thursday.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS!
GMAC'S COLLEGE GRADUATE
PROGRAM CAN HELP YOU
GET A NEW CAR NOW IN
TIME FOR SPRING BREAK!
0 TO $500 DOWN

call

949-5200

ASK FOR TODD PAYNICH

SVSU CLASS OF 90'

You want a summer job that's more
than money and work experience. You
want a job where you can make friends
and enjoy free time fun.
Cedar Point's 3,200 jobs have what
you're looking fo r good pay, the chance
for a substantial bonus, housing
available (for 18 and older), valuable
work experience, a recreation program
and an entire amusement park and beach
to enjoy when you're off-duty.
Stop by and talk to us about the
opportunities available. Cedar Point
recruiters will be interviewing a t :
GRAND VALLEY STA TE
U N IVERSITY
DATE: M onday, Feb. IS, 1991
T IM E : 10:00 A.M . - 4:00 P A t.
PLACE: K irk h o f C enter U pper Level
You don't need an appoint
m ent If you have quesuons,
please give us a call at
(419)627-2245.

a ra tP O M T
; A n m & M e iQ x s t
AMUS E ME NT PARK ,
P.0 BOX 5006
SANDUSKY, OHIO
44*71-6006
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A Time For Change
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor

i m wnung in regain to me rersian uuir crisis we nave recently
encountered. First of all. I’d sincerely like to thank the students of
Copeland Hall who went out one cold night and tied yellow ribbons
around our campus. I would also like to thank the 1st floor men who
made a huge ribbon which is now adorned on the front of our building.
And a special thanks to the few that tied yellow ribbons on every door
inside the building. Our extra effort to support our troops is greatly ap
preciated.
Second, I’d like to share with you, a poem my pen pal, Sgt. Frank
Diebold, sent me from Saudi Arabia. It was written by one q f his men
in his tank company and he thought I might like to share it with all of
you:
THOUGHTS OF AN AMERICAN SOLDIER
I gaze upon this starry sight
This cool and windy winter night
Tonight it’s innocent, full of peace
But I know this innocence soon will cease
Because this man, Saddam Hussein
Has caused unrest and undue pain
He won’t pull out, it’s way too late
It won’t be long ‘till we take Kuwait

“Everyone has a right to com
ment on matters of public inter
est and concern, provided they
do so fairly and with an honest
purpose.
Such comments or
criticism are not libelous, how
ever severe in their terms, unless
they are written maliciously..
Thus it has been held that bodes,
prints, pictures and statuary pub
licly exhibited, and the architec
ture o f public buildings, and ac
tors and exhibitors are all the le
gitimate subjects of newspapers’
criticism, and such criticism
fairly and honestly made is not
libelous, however strong the
terms o f censure may be.”—
(Hoeppner v. Dunkirk Pr. Co.,
254N .Y.95)
“He who undervalues himself
is ju stly undervalued by
others.”— William Hazlitt

We expand our content to in
clude more features that appeal
to everyone. More editorials,
more letters and more of every
thing else. We hope that with
this expansion, that more people
will write in and let us know that
this campus is breathing. Let’s
face it, nobody wants to take a
combination of math and science
courses for four years.
So, for fear of forced curricu
lum, the Opinion Section is ex
panding. Gone is the Question,
rest in peace. New are the addi
tions of columnists Amy Lutz
and Andrew Kar. Also new is
the inclusion of something we
call Everything Else..... every
week , we will try and run a dif
ferent kind of correspondence
from members of the Grand Val
ley community. It could be a
poem or a reflection on life, as it
appears this week, it can be seri
ous or it can be humorous.
Write in something that you
would like to see printed in the
Lanthorn, please no short stories.
Also, the same stipulations apply
with Everything Else.... as they
do for Letters to the Editor.
Keep in mind that Letters to the
Editor will still remain in the let
ters section. Everything else
will become. Everything Else. ..
In order to help and keep some
things the same, the time for
change is now.

Self-doubt, indifference and
ignorance. Any one of these fac
tors are regressive when applied
to a society that holds free
speech in such high esteem.
Apply these same three traits all
at once, and it eats away at this
nation’s heart and soul like a
cancer. At the rate that we’re
going, anthropologists will think
that the social core o f our culture
were beer commercials, music
videos and the Simpsons.
In his recent State of the Un
ion address, “Education” Presi
dent George Bush stated that
American students should strive
to become number one in maths
and sciences. A very noble and
narrow aspiration. I just hope
that this doesn’t mean less of an
emphasis on history and humani
ties courses. O f course it’s an
imperative that we raise our na
tional level of technology to that
of the Japanese but let’s not ig
nore the basics of communica
tion, free-thought and freechoice. Paranoia ensues when
rumors of despotism run amuck.
At a recent Newspaper Advi
sory Board meeting. Political
Science Professor John Batchelder noted that the only other
utility on campus that is used
less than the Lanthorn, is the ski
hill. So how do we get more
people to utilize the Lanthorn?

To do this though, I say with a sigh
Many men will have to die
But as an American, I know o f course
We are a proud and mighty force

“The worst sin towards our
fellow creatures is not to hate
them, but to be indifferent to
them; that’s the essence of inhu
m anity.”— G eorge B ernard
Shaw

The Iraqi army will be beat
For us it is an easy feat
These days are long, but we rock steady
As time passes by, we become more ready

“Nothing in the world is more
dangerous than sincere igno
rance
and
conscientious
stupidity.”— Martin Luther King

The Iraqi’s should worry, they should be scared
Our multi-force is well prepared
The Iraqi’s should quickly assess their fate
For when we attack, it will be too late

/^Everything Else... Everything Else... Everything Else...^

I plead to Iraq, pull out on your own
Before the missiles and bombs are blown
If not, you will suffer death and pain
All for a madman, Saddam Hussein.
Let’s take the time to send our support and prayers to all the m en ,
and women serving in the Persian Gulf, especially for our fellow stu
dents from GVSU that are there.
Peace!
Karen Keller
Copeland House Secretary

Equal Rights

A Day In Heaven
I stay aw ake after m y alarm buzzes.
M y last pair o f nylons does no t have a
run. There is ju s t enough m ilk to cover
m y cereal. L ast year’s jeans are too big. I
do not touch m y curling iron to any nerve
endings on m y body. T he report I w orked
on last night until 2:00 a.m . looks like i t ’s
done. M y com puter prints it out neatly
w ithout any threats. T h e ice coating on
m y car is only a m illim eter thick. There
is enough gas to get m e to and from
school. No suicidal anim als jum ped out
at m e on die freew ay. I was traveling the
speed lim it w hen I noticed die police
cruiser behind m e. I find a parking spot
w ithout hounding a departing stu d e n t
The wind chill is only zero. No drivers
run m e over as I cross the stre e t I arrive

Editor
In response to Grand Valley Finally Clears The Smoke (Lanthorn,
Volume 25 Issue 18), I need to say only one word. Discrimination.
I’m upset. U’s wrong for non-smokers to try and tell me to change
my life for them. The world is full of different people and different
opinions.
'6at
I agree, smoking is bad for my health, as well as yours, that has
been proven. But there are many other things in life that are bad for
your health as well. Let’s lode at some of them.
Many students like to drink. An occasional drink now and thenjs
fine when socializing with friends, but to drink every weekend is very'\
damaging to the body. It is very bad for the brain and can cause
serious liver problems. Alcoholism can be one of the end results. All students know the risks of drinking on a regular basis, yet it still
happens for fun and relaxation. Students feel that drinking can be a
release from the pressures and stress from college. It isn’t It can
cause severe hangovers, and can interfere with valuable study time,
and grades.
N ext we should look at the food offered from the food service on
campus. Most of the food offered is full of grease and cholesterol.
P.'fhJt-/fp
See EQUAL p.5

at m y classroom ju st in tim e to hear m y
nam e called. I actually find a place to sit.
T he heater is n o t blow ing cold air. The
ten books required fo r this class can be
purchased at the used price. M y profes
so r is older than I am . H e only m entions
his grandchildren tw ice today. I ’m called
on to answer a question that I know
som ething ab o u t
W hen I open m y
m outh, I sound fairly in tellig en t N o one
asked m e i f I w ere a freshm an. I w alk to
m y c a r w ith the Chicago-style w ind at
m y back. Instead o f a new sculpture.
Grand Valley h as b u ilt a M cD onald’s
w ith a drive-thru on cam pus. T he student
life fee is returned to those o f us who
d o n ’t have one.
- L in d a J . L o k k e r

flivW K T e o m o s, m *i(

Letters Policy
toexpressIYSU com
munity.
fleet those of Lanthorn employees,
addressed to the Opinion Editor,

j u.y '
f£VUC*Tien

'Cewter, Anonymous opinions will
r purposes of verificaUon only, phone

EQUAL from p.4 ■
But people fail to see the health
risks of cancer, obesity and heart
disease. Eating this food could
contribute to a build-up of
plaque in one’s arteries, leading
to high blood pressure. People
eat the food, not thinking about
their health, or about the effects
that could come.
Even though alcohol and cho

lesterol are bad for your health,
people still have the right to con
sume them if they wish. Smok
ing is no different. We still have
the right to smoke because there
is no law against it.
The non-smokers fight for
clean air. You have that right
and should be given all the clean
air you w ant You pay tuition
and attend classes to learn, you

The
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advance. Make checks payable to “The Lanthorn—GVSU.”

should be given the right to
clean air also.
On the other hand, I pay the
same tuition as you and my
rights as a smoker are being
taken away. If I’m not given the
right to smoke then I should
have a lower tuition for being
discriminated against. Your tui
tion money goes to pay for the
buildings on campus. Mine does
too. You want and have the
right to a smoke free building. I
should be allowed to want and
have the right for a smoking
building. If you art allowed to
sit and study in the warmth of
the buildings you pay for then I
want the same right We are not
breaking any laws. Why are we
being forced to stand in the
cold? We pay the same, we de
serve the same kind of rights.
We should be treated the same.
I don’t want to roam all of the
buildings with a cigarette, I just
want a place where I can fit in at
this institution. All I’m asking
for is a place where I can sit and
relax and smoke. I’m not asking
for you to inhale our smoke, I ’m
just asking for equal rights. If
you want us behind closed
doors, that is fine. But, let our
tuition pay for the walls around
us, and the roof over our heads.
In the long run, all will be happy
with equal rights.
Sandy Slendebroek
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“When our first parents were driven out of
Paradise, Adam is believed to have remarked
to Eve: ‘My dear, we live in an age of transi
tion’.’’
—W.R. Inge, Dean of Su Paul’s London
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Parent
Appreciation
Day Held Last
Weekend
By Crystal Pettus
Campus Life Writer

“Mom and Dad, I love you
and thank you.” This is one of
the common expressions heard
on Parents Appreciation day last
Saturday. Many students tried to
show their parents that not only
does “their money and their
child go to GVSU,” but also
their appreciation comes from
GVSU. The hardwork and pa
tience that it took to raise what
they are today was put into per
spective on this special day.
The school held an early
brunch in the Commons for the
students, their parents, and fami
lies. Assorted athletic events
took place on campus in the af
ternoon including women’s and
men’s basketball games against
Northern Michigan University
and a swim meet against Ferris
State University.
The games
gave parents an opportunity to
experience the GVSU spirit.
Later that evening a Dessert
Cabaret was presented prior to
the performance of comedian
Michel Lauziere.
The following is an example
of one student and parents expe
riences on Parents Appreciation
Day: Ronald, Sr. and Barbara
Heller, parents of Ronald Heller,
a freshman, visited the campus
and attended the games. After
wards he treated them to a
movie. Because it was his birth
day his family sang “Happy
Birthday” and cut his cake in Kistler’s lobby with some of his
friends. They also had dinner at
the Olive Garden.
Many parents said they en
joyed even just walking around
campus and seeing how their
child functioned in an environ
ment without their total consent
and guidance. Parent(s) Appre
ciation Day was a way for stu
dents to show parents thanks and
give them an idea of what life at
Grand Valley is like. As one
parent expressed, “I’m happy to
send my money and my child to
GVSU."

Attention

K H U H
Students

“PRISE First" is your chance
to find out fust hand what the
PRoject to Improve Science
Education (PRISE) is all about.
If you’re planning a career in
elementary teaching then this
meeting is for you. For more
mformahon, visit the Kirkhof
Center on Feb. 28th to see
what’s going on and watch
“this section" in next week’s
, ediuon

e club's pJ
different
>p»C3 brouj
individual

Grammy Award Winning vocalist Paul Mabin will be performing with the group Popicon" Thursday
evening at 9 p.m.in the K.C. Mabin is aGrand Rapids native along with Xavier Davis and Joe Monroe.

Grand Valley Orchestra Performs
The Grand Valley State
U niversity Orchestras will
present a free concert featuring
seven student so lo ists on
Sunday, February 17, at 3 p.m.
in the Louis Armstrong Theatre
of the Calder Fine Arts Center.
Lee Copenhaver, assistant
professor of music, will conduct
the GVSU Orchestra and the
GVSU Chamber Orchestra
Featured works include the
Concerto fo r Two Flutes in C

major by A ntonio V ivaldi,
Concerto fo r Trumpet by Henri
Tomasi, Adagio for Clarinet and
String Orchestra by Joseph
Barmann, La O racion D el
Torero by Joaquin Turina,
Sinfonia Concertante for violin
and viola by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Concertino fo r Marimba
by Paul Creston, Turina’s The
Prayer o f The Bullfighter, and
Academic Festival Overture by
Johannes
Brahms.
The

Parent ' Appreciation Day. I
recall
Campus l i f e Writer
Lauziere started out rather
slow, with quick sketches o f the
Dear Diary, ••
•
Pope- complete with waving
What a long, strange dream
arm- Charlie Chaplin, and Albert
I had last n ig h t I thought
Einstein.
He followed this
“Twin Peaks?** was weird, but I
beginning with groups of water
was wrong. I dreamt that a
glasses arranged like a musical
guy named Michel lauziere
instrument
Chopsticks never
came out to campus February
sounded better.
9 for the Mite Club Series. &
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quite
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performance is expected to last
approximately 90 minutes.
Among the 75 graduate and
undergraduate degrees offered
by Grand Valley State are
bachelors’ degrees in music,
arts, and music education.
For more information on the
concert, contact Copenhaver at
x - 3484.

Indian Trails to Benefit from
Fourth Annual Game-A-Thon
on February 22 and 23
The 4th Annual G A M E-A T H O N b e n e fittin g Indian
Trails Camp will be held on
February 22-23, starting at 5
p.m. Friday and ending at 11
a.m. Saturday. The 18-hour
event will be held at the Rav'.ue Center on the Allendale
Campus o f Grand V alley
State University.
Members o f Delta Sigma
Pi, the
co-ed professional
business fraternity, w ill be
playing various gam es such
as M onopoly, Pictionary, Eu
chre, and m any m ore all
through the night to help send
needy,
“ p h y s ic a lly - c h a l
lenged”, W est M ichigan chil
dren to sum m er camp. Local
businesses have agreed to
donate various food and bev
erage items, allow ing the par
ticipants to make it through
the night.
M embers o f the organiza

•
*

See LADZIERE p.7

classroom. The group’s
temporary President Rob
Konopinski says that only
a few initial organizational
meetings have been held.
Outside plans for the Phi
losophy Association have
not yet developed. Inter
nally, the goal is to act as a
release for students inter
ested in the assorted opin
ions o f philosophy. It is
also planned to link with
the Philosophy Depart
ment to help the interview
ing b o w l select pew fac
ulty members.
Students who are inter
ested in information about
this new organization can
contact Rob Konopinski at
x - 5958.
*

tion w ill be soliciting cash
pledges from their friends,
family and co-workers. M em 
bers o f the com m unity are
encouraged to send donations
d irectly to Indian T rails
Camp:
Indian Trails Camp
0-1859 Lake MI Dr. NW
Route 5 Aman Park
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
Delta Sigm a Pi has spon
sored this com m unity service
project

for

the

past

three

years and was able to raise
$ 1 100 in 1988 and 51300 in
1989. This year the goal is to
raise $1600.
Questions concerning the
event should be directed to
S ta c ie S c h n e id e r ,
D elta
Sigm a P i’s Com m unity Serv
ice Chair, at 457-2294.
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Vocal Jazz
Ertertanment

Coming to

!i4 fr ..
By Angela Barrera
Guest Writer

On Friday night, at 8 p.m.
sharp, in the Louis Armstrong
Theater, Grand Valley’s “Music
in Motion” will be providing
Vocal Jazz Entertainment. The
group, one shy o f a dozen, will
be singing and dancing to songs
originally recorded by such jazz
greats as Ella Fitzgerald, The
Manhattan Transfer and Duke
Ellington.
They will open the show with
“Ray’s Rock House,” an up
beat, very jazzy number. Other
songs in the line up are : “How
High the Moon,” “Birdland,” “It
Don’t Mean a Thing,” and
“Great Feelin’.” The night will
also include a few more recent
tunes like, ‘Ticket to Ride,”
originally recorded by the
Beatles, “Bridge Over Troubled
Water,” and Gloria Estefan’s
“Get on Your Feet.”
In between the group numbers,
a few of the members will be
performing solo acts. Their di
verse pieces include two jazzy
From February 14 to March 1,
tunes, one country rendition and an exhibition of art works by the
one song from The Lillie Mer departments of Art and Design
maid. Each soloist had to audi and Communication will be held
tion for these performances.
in the Calder Gallery. There will
The show will lie approxi be an opening reception on
mately one hour long, and there Thursday, February 14 between
is no charge for admission.
5 and 7 p.m. Visitors will be
served refreshments and will
have an opportunity to meet the
faculty artists.
The exhibition showcases the
talents of Grand Valley’s arts
faculty. To a large extent, their
works represent the nature of the
expectations they have of stu
dents as well as those of the uni
(CPS)Chico, Calif.
Local versity. In addition, this year’s
business sponsors of Rancho show includes the work of sev
Chico Days said Jan. 23 they eral adjunct instructors whose
would scrap the annual spring work enhances the quality of the
festival, which has been plagued
by riots and hard-to-control
hordes of collegians who de
scend on the town to party.
More than 100 college stu
dents were arrested during last
spring’s festival.
Hoping to stop annual student
outdoor festivals that have been
degenerated into drunken melees
and confrontations with police,
officials in Fort Collins, Colo.,
and Santa Barbara, Calif., have
quit hosting the parties in recent
years.

■MM,

Valentine's Day
5 - 7 P M — Reception
Beginning Showing of
Faculty Art Exhibit
(runs through 3/1), Calder
Gallery
9:30PM— NCS: Joe Morford,
Promenade Deck Kirkhof

NOON — LBS: GVSU
Faculty WW Quintet, LAT
Calder
8PM — Music in Motion,
LAT, Calder
9PM — UPB Blockbuster
Series, Presumed Innocent132 LHH
Saturday;
President’s Ball
Sunday;
10:30 AM — Dialogue
Worship Service, Portside,
Kirkhof
3 PM — Community
Orchestra Concert, LAT
6:30 P M — Catholic Mass,
132 LHH

INOON— Movie: M o’ Better Blues
sponsored by MLK JrJBlack History
Month Committee, Kleiner A& B
2-3 P M — Men’s Day,
Theme: African American
Male: The Forgotten
Soldier, Promenade, Kirkhof
Tuesday;
Career Fair, Kirkhof
Wednesday;
7AM — Lenten Breakfast
Series, 224 Commons
10AM— 1PM Career
Connections, Kirkhof
NOON, 4PM 7PM —
Excellence in Leadership
Seminar, Problem Solving
3PM — Career Planning
Workshop, 152 Commons
7:15 P M — Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship,
Kleiner B
9PM — Mid-Week Bible
Study, 224 Commons
9PM — UPB Blockbuster
Series, Fast Times A t
RidgemontHigh, 132 LHH

Faculty Exhibit Now At Calder Gallery

No Rancho
Chico Bash
this Spring

LAUZIERE from p.6------------bells.
I have written these
experiences down for memory,
and what memories these were.
On Valentine’s Day, February
14, UPB will present Popicon at
9:30 PM. Hopefully this show
will be more down to earth.
And a message for Bob Stollnext time we have a dessert
cabaret, can you leave the
cookies down in The Lanthorn ?

curriculum and that of the ex
hibit as well. Those exhibiting
are: Chester Alkema - Art Edu
cation; James Clover - Sculp
ture; Carolyn Fehsenfeld - Ad
junct, Painting; Dellas Henke •
Drawing and Printmaking; De
borah Hughes — Adjunct, TwoDimensional Art; Don Kerr —
Painting; Daleene Menning —
Ceramics; Deanna Morse —
Video Arts/Animation; Rosalyn
Muskovitz — Graphic Design;
Patricia Opel — Adjunct, Paint
ing; Sharon Sandberg — Ad
junct, Painting; Lorelle Thomas
— Graphic Design; Beverly Seley — Metals; and Deborah Van
Deusen — Adjunct, Two-Di
mensional A rt
Admission to the Calder Gal

lery is free. The gallery is bar
rier-free. Hours are M, T, W, F
10 a.m. • 5 p.m. and Thursday 10

ajn. - 7 p.m. For additional in
formation, call Mark Pohland at
x-3447.

GRADUATESTUDIES^ BIOLOGICALSCIENCES
physics,
engineering, we invite you to apply for out graduate program
leading to the Ph.D or M.S. degree. We have active funded
research programs in many modem areas of biological sciences.
Our new two-year Molecular Biotechnology program also awaits
your inquiries. Many graduate students are supported with
various moms of financial packages up to $17,000 per year.
Please write or call us for further information and an application
package.
Department o f B iological Sciences
Wayne State University
Detroit, M ichigan 48202
Phone: (313) 577-0601 Fax: (313) 577-6891

A message for the new nurse

The best nursing careers
start with a little nervousness
You've graduated. You’re ready to start work. And you're ne'vous. Will you
make the right decision? Can you remember everything you learned? How
will you fit in with your co-workers?
Relax. At Oakwood Hospital we know the best nurses start out with a little
nervousness. That’s because they know how important their chosen career is
and how many lives they will touch. A good nurse wants to be sure everything
they do is just right
With Oakwood’s Nurse Extern Program, student nurses have the opportunity
to work one-on-one with an RN for an entire summer. Because it is important
that you get the most out of this program, we assign you a personalized
instructor, one you’ll have throughout the entire program. By observing a
variety of hospital units and departments, you receive a diverse clinical
experience, one that will show you first-hand the many opportunities available
upon graduation.
Oakwood helps new nurses by providing 6-12 week orientation, a designated
preceptor and long term support In addition, our entire staff is willing to help
each other. We offer competitive wages and great benefits including an on
site BSN completion program and on-site daycare. If you're interested in
beginning your nursing career where you’ll be understood, com e to
Oakwood. For more? Information, calf or lend your resume to: Dorothy
Buftch, RN, or Michele E ss on, RN. BSN. Nurse Recruiters-CT. Oakwood
Hospital, 18101 Oakwood BJvd., Box 2 5 0 0 , Dearborn. Ml 4 8 1 2 3 -2 5 0 0 .
(3 1 3 ) 5 9 3 -7680. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Oakwood
Hospital
Dearborn. Michigan
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Life At The

Lantho
By Sarah Stinson
Editor in Chief

Advertis
ing Manager
Pete
Mayhak
meets with a
client to
discuss
advertising
in the
Lanthom.

To most people on Grand Valley's campus, the Lanthom probably
seems to just show up every week as a convenient diversion during
those long Wednesday night classes.
To about 100 GVSU students, however, the Lanthom is much more
than just handy reading material. These are the people who know that
"It's more than a job- it’s an adventure" can mean more than military
life; being a part of the Lanthom staff usually falls under that category
as well.
Unlike most people’s work weeks, the Lanthom's does not start on
Monday mornings, and two-day weekend breaks are rare for the staf
fers.
The week really begins on Thursday, when 3 p.m.. the advertising
deadline, rolls around. The ad staff is busy designing and laying out
ads, which are the first thing that goes on the layout boards each week
Advertising has become crucial to the life of the lanthom. as the
paper is experiencing only it’s second year of being totally self sup
ported, free of any university funding.
The graphics staff works on a light deadline, as tfie next phase of
production begins Friday at noon
Deadlines for two sections. Opin
ion and Entertainment, have come and gone by this lime, along with
about ten different writers and editors rcsjxmsihlc tor writing and edit
ing copy for those sections.
The Lanthom's six Macintosh computers don’t sit idle for long,
though, as the Production Chief is waiting to put the first two sections
together on the computer, complete with headlines, photo boxes, and
captions.
Sound busy already? You should see Monday. Over the weekend,
however, staffers with Monday deadlines are frequent visitors, along
with photographers developing that week’s photos, and yet more
people putting the finishing touches on Thursday and Friday's work.
By Monday at 10 a.m., the office, downstairs in the Kirkhof Center,
is bustling with activity. The deadline for News and Campus Life is at
noon, and the office looks much like Friday with the same parade ol
staffers. The crowd in the aftemcxin also includes the sports staff,
trying to meet the last deadline at 3 p.m., and a complete staff of
layout people putting together three more sections of the paper.
The traffic slows down through the office by dinner time, but that's
when the hardest work begins for some of the staff.
Pages are being laid out on the computer and pasted up on the

Photos By
Emily Stankey

td ito r in Chief Sarah Stinson and Copy Editor Dave Benner go over the layout
boards, checking for last-minute mistakes
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y Editor is hard at work checking for errors, and the
f is around to fill in wherever help is needed.
ole spend lots of late nights in the office; they’ve
a custodian and building manager go home for the
ionally see the first few Galley and Physical Plant
i in the morning.
ore of the same when final changes and many last
are made. The Copy Editor and Editor in Chief say a
t they've caught all the mistakes, but they are often
r looking at the same black and white copy for hours
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Production Chief Sue Taylor goes over the boards after another busy day of layout

Idien everything is on schedule, the paper is taken by late
ison Printing for our 5.500 copy press run. There are
of weeks when everything doesn't go according to plan,
s. late breaking news, computer problems and sheer
olten a combination of all of those create delays, but
f new spaper life.
rs later, the Lanthom Distribution Manager picks up
stribulcs it to all the buildings on the main campus, as
iwn to the Eberhard Center,
is the slowest day in the office, but even then there is
ig before the whole cycle starts over again on Thursday.
Seated system, and there is even more to it than all the
responsible for meeting the deadlines for each issue,
re staffers with consistent work throughout each week;
Sts who take the many phone calls that come in, the
iresentatives who sell the ads each week, and the busiho do everything from billing to payroll to ordering
lenying it; working at the Lanthom is a high stress job.
live side effects; it requires a lot of time, and caffeine
frequent ailment among the editorial staff, but the re-

as well.
see the quality of the paper improve with each issue,
the Lanthom become a more respected part of Grand
s as each week goes by.
rewards? The friendships that run very strong around
well as being a part of a tremendous learning experience,
future career, but for living life as well.

Rob Bennett studies a past issue for information on the current week's editorial.

Staff photographer Erik Holtaday goes on yetsmother shoot, this one
to last week's home basketball game.
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By Amy Lutz

Each new day proves my life
long theory that life is weird. In
my small town high school I was
always looking for a way to
emerge out of a narrow-minded
society into something bigger. It
seemed there was something
outside the city limits that I
needed to explore.
Then came college. I remem
ber wandering around campus
thinking, “Is this really college?”
I don’t know what I was expect
ing, but I do know what I’ve got
ten throughout the last four
years. A “well-rounded world” is
of course on the top of any
Grand Valley student’s list. A
new way o f visualizing and

Robin Williams, in a wonder
ful appearance on Donahue,
talked about the philosophies of
acting at the Julliard School. At
Julliard, they believe that if you
can do Shakespeare you can do
anything. He furthered the ex
ample by saying that if you can
do Hamlet, you can do a beer
commercial.
The good news this week is
that Mel Gibson can do a beer
commercial.
Hamlet is a fine, active render
ing of the tale of the immortal
Prince of Denmark. Franco Zef
firelli has done an excellent job
of directing this fine group of ac
tors in this giant of literature.
m

m

m

|

-■ ,

The Grifters is the latest effort
from director Stephen Frears and
producer Martin Scorcese
(Goodfellas). With Scorcese’s
name in the credits one would
expect
a certain level of
excellence as well as violence in
this film, you won’t be
disappointed on either counts.
The Grifters is the story of
three con-artists in Los Angeles.
The first is Anjelica Huston
whom portrays the old pro of the
trio, she works the big con for
the mob. She travels to different
horse tracks around the country
laying down incredible amounts
of money on longshot horses,
thus she lowers the odds and
throws off the entire curve.
The second con-artist is
played by John Cusack as

interpreting the world rates right
up there next to friends and
many great memories.
I know, I know... It’s not even
Spring Break yet and Amy’s get
ting mushy and sentimental al
ready.
But, to sound redundant, each
new day proves my life-long the
ory that life is weird.
Never did I imagine that I
would experience a war or see
my brother venture off into a
war half a world away.
Never did I imagine that after
four years I would see not one,
but two o f my friends in a hospi
tal bed, the effects of car acci
dents.

Aside from the headliners, the
cast included Ian Holm and Paul
Scofield, both of whom also ap
peared in Kenneth Branaugh’s
Henry V, and Helena BonhamCarter, an apparent newcomer
who I am not familiar with.
Gibson is an energetic, strong
prince, filled with the expected
melancholy yet possessed of
great restlessness. His perform
ance is very good and very en
tertaining. He is in a difficult
position, taking a role that many
think has been defined by such
masters as Olivier and Jacobi.
Yet he provides us with a re
markable showing.
I would
question his ability to perform
the role on the stage, but he
S eeH A M L E T p.il
Huston’s illegitimate son.
Cusack plays the small cons, he
shortchanges bartenders by
making them think that he’s
paying with a twenty when he’s
actually paying with a ten. He
plays craps with loaded dice on a
train to pass the time. It’s all
smalltime but he’s amassed quite
a small fortune with his hobby.
The third player in this triad is
Annette Bening who plays
Cusack’s eccentric girlfriend.
Bening tells Cusack about the
good old days when she and her
former Iover(J.T. Walsh in a _
very different role) would
swindle desperate oil barons out
of hundreds of thousands of
dollars and yet, today she makes
her money by sleeping with her
\
landlord and the owner of the
local jewelry store.
S eeG R IF T E R S p.il

Never did I imagine that I
would be out in the “real world”
so fast, trying to think o f a future
after graduation when it is only
February. (Dad, can’t I sign up
for just on more semester of
classes?)
I know I’m not the only one
out there with these uncertain
ties, does anyone have any great
insight or just an idea to trade
with me through these weird
times in life?
My idea is to keep a sense of
humor throughout the good, the
bad and the ugly. This is a great
old concept, but it is a true con
cept
So, now, we know that life
gets even weirder as the seconds
tick on.
Hang in there Julie, we’re all
pulling for you!

New information creates the
need to update the public on the
world of music, and your source
will provide the important activ
ity you may be missing...
PETA, or People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals, is
planning a special package to
benefit its very crucial cause.
It’s another multi-artist collec
tion of tracks which someday
will become valuable to the
buyer, but allows immediate
help to a foundation that must
work hard for funds. Contribu
tions by B-52’s, Pretenders, Era
sure, Fetchin’ Bones, Indigo
G irls, H ow ard Jones, Raw
Youth, and Aleka’s Attic make
this a diverse, entertaining effort.
The long-awaited third
release from Book O f Love,
softly titled Candy Carol, is now
available. The upcoming tour by
the modem-techno-dance quartet
will bring them to Grand Rapids
on March 19.
A deadly Crew/Crue
combo will assault the music in

dustry next month: A collabora
tion of Motley and 2 Live on the
title tune to a movie soundtrack.
Any chance that the recording
session will be civilized has been
thrown o u t
H i-F ive is m aking
waves in the R&B market and is
expected to maintain a strong fu
ture in music. Their debut re
lease is well worth a listen.
♦New remix albums by SaltN-Pepa and the B-52’s are out
there, along with EP’s by Ice
Cube and Digital Underground.
Sheila E. is back.
* The voice of the Bangles
lives on as Susanna Hoffs’ solo
debut When You're A Boy can be
picked up.
* Great White breaks forth
with Hooked, new material to
read to.
* The Fixx has created Ink for
its first breakthrough in the 90’s.
*
E.U. will be stompin’ in
the springtime with music for
warmer climates on their new
album.

B lack R ain S ou n d track
If there was one soundtrack
that has been underrated in
the last few years besides The
Last Temptation o f Christ ,
this is it. The one odd thing
about it is one of the songs is
now getting airplay and it’s
been out since 1989.
The first side contains
songs with lyrics while the

second side is the theme music
with the exception of one other
track. For those of you who saw
Black Rain, you might agree that
the music was what helped set a
great deal of the film’s mood.
Even as a separate entity, the
soundtrack stands tall on its own.
Side one includes “Livin’ On
The Edge Of The Night” by Iggy
Pop (one of the albums stronger
pieces), “The Way You Do The
Things You Do” by UB40 (their

THE BU C K PETS:
Awright kids, it’s what
you’ve been waiting for. It’s
finally time for The Buck
Pets review. Wheee.
This is the second album
by The Buck Pets.
The
eponym ousdebutwas av e ry
heavy, sloppy back-in-thegarage kind of album. This

current hit on the radio),
“Back To Life” by Soul II
Soul (also a previous hit),
“L aserm an” by R yuichi
Sakamoto and “Singing In
The Shower” by Les Rita Mitouko And Sparks.
The music itself is not so
much light pop as it is dark
pop. It has a dark feel to it,
like listening to the “Hallow
een” soundtrack. One just
See BLACK p .ll

MERCUROTONES

one is a bit more polished.
They’re still in the garage but
it’s a much nicer one.
The first cut on the album,
“Moon Goddess” has about four
tempo changes and it is a fierce
guitar song, so much so, that the
lyrics, although great, are almost
unimportant.
The second cut
------ ------ --and first “single” is “Pearls”
("I'm “ • '»<*” • t o

»

El

Dorado/ I just want that red
haired girl/...We all throw
our pearls to the swine
sometimes.”) This is proba
bly the best cut on the al
bum; i t ’s definitely the
heaviest.
The rest of Mercurotones
--r
is pretty
*V basic straight-forward reekV rolL very remiS e c P E T S p .il
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HAMLET from p.10-------------might surprise me. Gibson has
always been a good actor, but he
is so roped into the p etty boy
image that everyone forgets The
Year o f Living Dangerously,
among others.
Paul Scofield has only a few
scenes, but in those scenes he
defines the tone o f the film. He
is an outstanding actor, known
by many for his Oscar-winning
performance in A Man fo r All
Seasons. As the ghost o f Ham
let’s father, Scofield gives a
stage performance using the adGRIFTERS from p. 1 0 ---------The three mains all meet up in
L.A. when Huston comes to
town on business and decides to
pay a visit to Cusack, whom she
hasii't seen in eight years.
Cusack greets her with a very
cold shoulder and tells her that
he is on the level and has an
honest job. She knows better but
she leaves it at th at When
Huston meets her sons girlfriend
they hate each other almost at
once. Bening knows that Huston
is traveling around with an
incredible amount of money and
she wants it. Huston knows that
Bening is up to no good and
attempts to intervene between
the two star-crossed lovers.
The entire feel o f this film is
very reminiscent of the thirties
or forties.
The language is

BLACK from p.10
feels cold or out of sorts listen
ing to it, but that’s not a bad
feeling in this case.
Side two contains “I’ll Be
Holding On” by Greg Allman
(by far the best song on the en
tire album!) and the theme music
by Hans Zimmer who really
shows off what he is truly ca
pable of. Both he and Allman
provide the backbone in listen
ing to the music.
Now, it may have been odd
doing something that’s two years
old, but if one of the tunes is get
ting played on the radio now,
somebody must have really
overlooked something!
Another interesting point is
that one can count on a Ridley
Scott film having one hell of a
soundtrack. Even though Leg
end was a box office failure, the
music, performed by Tangerine
Dream, Bryan Ferry and Jon
Anderson, hit the target

_
o f the camera, with
some wonderful close up shots.
Helena Bonham-Carter does a
shockingly devastated Ophelia.
Her transition is both sudden and
total, reflecting in many ways Hie
swiftness and energy o f the
whole approach to the (day. Her
performance evokes sympathy
and sadness, as she seems the
harbinger for the end.
Hamlet is worth the time. It is
always a good story and the pro
duction values and acting are
first rate. Not the best, but very
good.
nostalgic as are the attitudes of
the ' characters.
The
performances turned in by the
three main characters are
spectacular, but some o f the
supporting performances are
what really caught my attention.
The aforementioned JX. Walsh
0Good Morning Vietnam, The
Russia House), best known for
playing jerks plays a happy-golucky con-man with a constant
sm ile on his face.
A lso
outstanding is P at H ingle
(,Batman, The Falcon and the
Snowman), who normally plays
non-threatening roles turns out a
wonderful role as a sadistic yet
father-like mob-boss.
If you are looking for a film
with no cliches or predictable
situations, look no further than
The Grifters.

Theodore Seuss G eissel,
author of You're Only Old Once!
has been honored by seven uni
versities with doctorates and
awarded the Pullitzer Prize Spe
cial Citation in 1984.
Dr. Seuss, often not known for
his other work, has also garnered
two Emmys and a Peabody
Award in film.
You're Only Old Once! takes
us through the tour of an extraor
dinary clinic. The patients are
given the Eyesight and Solvency
Test:
HAVE YOU ANY IDEA
HOW MUCH MONEY
THESE TESTS ARE
COSTING YOU?
The patients then proceed to
being “properly pilled” and
“properly billed.”
“Dear Whelden will show you
great sights as you go; /right
now you are riding down
Stethoscope Row. /And I know
that, like all our top patients,
you’re hoping /to get yourself
stethed with some fine first-class
scoping.
“So I’m sure you’ll simply be
delighted to hear /that in the In
ternational Organ Olympics last

,

year Doctors Schmidt, Smoot,
Sinatra, Sylvester, and Fonz /
won fifteen gold medals, nine
silver, six bronze!
For the moment, however,
we’ll bypass this bunch /there is
plenty o f time to see them after
lunch.”
These illustrations are partially
Dr. Seuss’s work as well and do
a fine job in animating the po
etry throughout the book.
For a man of 82 years, Dr.
Seuss is still going strong. His
books aimed at the adult world
are satirical in nature, have the

very type o f poetic quality found
in his children stories, and are a
whimsical way to pass time ev
ery now and then.
You're Only Old Once can
be a highly rewarding and tem
porary deviation from the high
stress level associated with clus
tered exams and work. Remem
ber, though, that you are what
you read. So if you wake up
looking like Sam from Green
Eggs and Ham with that out of
style “Grinch “ look, start read
ing something else in addition
for a while!

PET from p.10 -------------------niscent o f Soul Asylum, early
Replacements and The Goo Goo
Dolls. Definitely worth the price
of admission.
The second ‘single,’ “Liber
tine” is probably the one that’ll
catch on. It’s got a horn section
and
is fueled by the “funky drum
mer” drum beat that is the life
blood for most of the crap com
ing out of Manchester right now.
Jack Irons, ex of the Red Hot

Chili Peppers drums on this cut
and its nice to hear from the man
that made the Chili’s Uplift Mofo
Party Plan so irresistibly funky.
The Buck Pets: Mercurotones.
Itsa pretty good one, Fred. And
its got a cool pictha of a dawg on
the cover. I like it an I think you
should io.
NEXT: The triumphant return
of Alonso Love. (If anyone gets
this joke, you may be eligible for
a prize. ...but I doubt it)

(

CALL 538-8760 FOR SHOWTIMES
One last note: even though I ’m
not the movie critic, it might in
terest you to know that the US
release of Legend is missing
nearly thirty minutes whereas
the European version is intact

Next Week: a-ha: East Of The
Sun West O f The Moon (or
something like that). If not that
then something else.

j uIi a ro be rt s

1

the enemy
IjnsiGuci!
01 Ido amts

jodie foster
anfhony hopkins
scoff glenn

R ichard dreyfuss H olly H unter
D anny A iello Laura San G iaco m o and G ena Row lands

%

GREENCARD
GERARD DEPARDIEU
ANDIE MacDOWELL

STEV E M A R T IN

SUITES

• $44 Double
• Com plim entary
Continental
Breakfast

Located:
1/2 Block East o ff 196
G randville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
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Student Drug Use Drops in 1990
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bill’s sponsor, Republican Rep, Tom Blickeostferfer, could
reached for comment '
■».
legislative efforts io concrof how student |
|t w allocate student fees have sought to dismantle the
pclwckofl** system.
,K £
V - - " : "■■■ I
| t h e system, several dollars o f a student’s fees goes to the|
FIRG Wleas m swifent checks a box, the money won’t go to
■
system has angered conservative groups, upset that
■ a rm e d by Ralph Nadar were getting what they!
^

B

1980s, a conservative law group called the
;g*f B w h ^ k lp te d § successful court fight to
_ Eive checkoff system at Rutgers University - and
by extmtsi0rt m ^ s c k 0 (^ s in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania
-illegal.
At the same time, dm College Republican National Committee
circulated a memo to campus chapter presidents outlining the ways
ey could destabilize and "deftmlj” PIRGs.
Acting on one suggestion, College Republicans surreptitiously
joined control of the board of the Minnesota P1RG, and then voted
bankrupt the group by declaring the the fees campus governments
had given to it by the negative-checkoff system were "illegal”.
Students at schools In Mtssojttri.lowa, Massachusetts, Texas,
New Mexico. Maryland and Washington also mounted legal
challenges to PIRG funding, aitboagh not always successfully.
an National Committee is still opposed to
a spokesman said.
The Colorado bill, tided the Student Rights Act of 1991, would
have ended the negative-check system at state schools.
However, students still could have supported certain groups by
checking a box if they wanted their student fees to support that
cause.
Even that "positive-checkoff” system “would have circumvented
student governments' Mability to decide how much money each
group gets, Zagoras asserted.

(CPS)The number of
ollege and high school students
who use illicit drugs shaiply
declined in 1990, a nationwide
study contended Jan. 24.
Students* consumption
of alcohol remains at about the
same high levels of prior years,
the annual survey by the
National Institute of Health and
the University of Michigan also
found.
"C learly our young
people are gradually moving
away from nearly all forms of
illicit drug use,” concluded
Lloyd D. Johnston, the survey’s
director and social scientist at
Michigan.
Researchers found that
about one-third of the 1,200
college students surveyed had
used an illicit drug in the past
year.
One-third of high school
*. udents asked also reported they
had used an illicit (hug during
1990.
By contrast, last year’s
survey found that 50.8 percent of
all college students and high
schools seniors had used illicit
drugs in 1989.

decrease among young people in
their use of marijuana, cocaine,
crack and PCP is due to a change
in their demand for these drugs,
not a change in supply,” he
observed.
However it is too early
to become overly optimistic,

Johnston warned.
"We must not lose sight
of the fact that even today a
significant fraction o f our young
people are involved with these
drugs, and that there still
remains much to be done.”

Room/ With a
View
TTT

II Is difficult to place a value on the sense of wonder that comes from living in a beau
tiful natural environment, but the benefits become apparent the moment you take
your first look at the grandeur surrounding you. Grand Canyon National Park Lodges
is located at one of the most awe-inspiring natural wonders in the world — a place
like no other.

“W e are seein g a
continuing d eclin e in the
proportion of these populations
who are actively using any illicit
drug, as w ell as in the
proportions using a number of
specific drugs such as marijuana,
cocaine, crack, stimulants and
sedatives,” Johnston reported.
Students’ use of alcohol
is declining much more slowly
that other drugs.
In 1990, 75 percent of
college students surveyed said
they had consumed alcohol
during the past month, down
from a high of 83 percent in

We are currently recruiting for entry positions in our hotels, restaurants, and retail
shops located on the South Rim of Grand Canyon Starting wages range from $4 25
to $510 per hour with overtime paid for more than 8 hour: in a day or 40 hours per
week at time and a half. Benefit eligibility begins after 90 days of employment Initial
work agreements are written for periods of three to seven months with generous bo
nuses tor completion of the longer agreements

3456-

month
month
month
month

agreement
agreement
agreement
agreement

— No bonus
— $200 bonus
— $30C bonus
— $500 bonus

To apply, you must be at least 19 years of age and have both a professional appear
ance and people-oriented attitude
Dormitory-style housing is located within the Park, and housing charges of $16 weekly
will be deducted from your wages. Meals are available at reduced rates. Couples are
welcome, but housing is not available for children (Sorry, no pets allowed )
It you are interested, please plan to attend one of our scheduled interview sessions

9AM, 11AM, 1PM, 3PM - Wednesday, February 20, 1991
Grand Rapids Airport Hilton
4747 28th Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids

i982.

Walk-m applicants only

W hile
students
apparently are using illicit drugs
less frequently, Johnston added
it’s not because drugs are hard to
get.
Our
data
strongly
suggests that m ost o f the

No phone calls accepted.

Grand Canyon
National Park Lodges
Personnel Department
P O. Box 699
Grand Canyon AZ 86023
(602)638-2343 •(602)638-2812
EQUAl
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POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEA

Ih'tJiHilili Ih,- Craftsmanship
J7h•Kanin/ ytm Desenv

Newspaper Advisory Board (NAB) is
taking applications for the positions of
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager
for the Lanthorn.
Applications are available at the
Lanthorn and are to be submitted to
Bob Stoll in the Student Life Office.
Deadline - March 1, 1991

I km i miv> theopportunity u» y<*t
\rK j n r t t M \lr ami
qualii) ai an unhrat

aMr- pner1

Register to win one of several Valentines gifts.

Also, the Lanthorn is taking applications
for all positions for next year.
Editors, writers, photographers,
advertising, business, and graphics people
are wanted.
Applications are available at, and should
be returned, to the Lanthorn Office.
Deadline - April 1,1991

No purchase necessary.
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Lady Lakers Find the
Going Tough in
Conference Play
By Sandy Bloomer
Sports W riter

PHOTO BY ERIK D. HOLLADAY

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women's basketball team
matched up with some stiff competiton last week. The Lakers
lost a heartbreaker of a game to
the Huskies of Michigan Tech in
overtime, 63-59.
GV was also unable to over
come the mighty three-point
shooting of Northern Michigan
University and was defeated 7760.
The Lakers overall record
drops to 13-9, and their GLIAC
record falls to 6-7.
Grand Valley started the first
half against the Huskies strong
defensively, but their lack of
solid rebounding kept the game
close. The Lakers lead by two,
27-25.
GV increased its lead until
the last three minutes began to
tick off the clock. Michigan
Tech hit five of 12 from the
three point line in the second
half and came back to make it
one of the closest halfs the Lak
ers have played this season.
With fourteen seconds on the
clock, the Huskies hit two free
throws to lead the game 54-52.
Then, Grand Valley's Angela
Frick rebounded a missed free
throw and hit a buzzer shot to
push the game into overtime, 5454. But the Lakers couldn't hold
on. GV lost it by four, 63-59.
Shelli Nemeth lead GV’s scor
ing with 20. Angela Fnck con
tributed 17. Carrie Dillon pulled
down 11 rebounds and added

13 points.
The Lakers came out fresh on
Saturday but could not contain
the Wildcats of Northern Michi
gan.
Free throws made the differ
ence during the first half. Grand
Valley shot 29% compared to
NMU's 86%, and the Lakers
were down 38-33.
Northern Michigan's eight of
10 three-point shooting in the
second half brought them to an
easy 77-60 victory.
Grand Valley again had
trouble rebounding as the Wild
cats pulled down 17 more re
bounds than GV for the game.
GVSU's scoring force was
lead by Mary Katscma with 18.
Shelli Nemeth and Helle Mathiesen added 16 and 12 points re
spectively. Nemeth and Mathiesen also lead the rebounding
with six each.
Head coach Pat Baker-Gr/yb
commented that some of GV's
key rcbounders are suffering
from slight injuries and therefore

struggling to pull down the
boards. But defensively, Grzyb
noted. GV has been strong, espe
cially against NMU who nor
mally scores between 80 and 90
points per game.
Another problem Grand Val
ley faced last week was shoot
ing. Sophomore Nikki Kulik
commented that their offense has
not been flowing well and conse
quently their shots have suffered.
Grand Valley will move on to
the road thus week to take on
Hillsdale College and Wayne
State University.

Marx Kulsnui defends against a Northern Michigan player in Saturday's 77-60 loss

Men's Basketball Continues Its
Quest For GLIAC Championship
By Christine Stuck
Spores

Water

The Lakers seem determined
to claim a GLIAC title. The
men's basketball team added
two more notches to the win col
umn last week by defeating
Michigan Tech, and Northern
Michigan. The victories allowed
Grand Valley to retain their
place atop the conference and
boosted their record to 19-4 (10' in the conference).
Thursday, February 7, Grand
Valley hosted Michigan Tech,
defeating the Huskies in a con
vincing 82-64 victory.
Steve Harvey led all scoring

with 20 points, shooting six
eight from the field, and six of
seven from the free throw line
Charlie Mandt netted 16 and
grabbed a team-high seven re
bounds for the Lakers, while Ja
son Devine added 10 points, four
assists and four steals.
The big GLIAC match-up for
the week came on Saturday
when second place Northern
Michigan visited GVSIJ. hoping
to defeat the first place Lakers.
The WildcaLs gave the Laker
fans a bit of a scare as they took
the lead after a 7-7 tie and re
fused to relinquish it until late in
die second halt. The score re
mained within three points until

Bart Bitner sank both ends of a
one-and-one to give GVSU a 51 46 lead. Brent With lac/ then
sank a free throw with 14 sec
onds remaining to complete the
game scoring, giving Grand Val
ley a 52-46 win.
Harvey again led Laker scor
ing, dropping in 14 points, in
cluding six of six from the char
ity stnpe and two lor three from
3-point range.
Mandt poured in 12 and Bit
ner added rune. Wichlac/ pulled
down ten boards to lead all rebounders for the game.
The team received an addi
See HOOPS p. 14

Heating Up For the
GLIAC Finals
By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer

The Laker women's swim
team ended its season with a
bang, defeating a strong Depauw
team 130-107 and followed the
next day by nipping 125-105
Ferns.
On Friday, the Grand Valley
women faced Depauw' for their
first ume. Not sure of what to
expect, the Lakers left with a
big victory over Depauw.
The Lakers 200 medley relay
team of Erica Schneider. Heide
Schindorf, Val Storehouse and
Kimane McTaggart swam its
season best time ol 2:00.76.
Schindorf also swam a season
best time of 1:15.56 in the 1(K)

breaststroke.
Kris Schottey and Erica Sch
neider did well in the 100 free
swimming their season best
times. Nicky Vanderbcrg con
tributed her season best with a
time of 2:30.11 in the l.M. Vanderherg usually swims distance
freestyle.
The following day Grand Val
ley hosted league rival Ferns
State University. The lady Lak
ers had defeated Ferns for the
last three years and hoped to
make it four Grand Valley did
just that, barely pulling out a
125-105 victory. The meet came
down to the last relay, and
Grand Valley ux>k both fust and
See SWIM p 16
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Track Teams
Combine For an
Overall Victory in
Wisconsin
By Jerry Smigelski
Sports Editor
The GV m en's and women’s
track team returned from the
University of Wisconsin- Mil
waukee with a combined team
fust place finish.
Grand Valley Lady Lakers de
stroyed all the competition scor
ing 105, with University of Wisconsin-Parkside next with 33
points.
In the high jump GV took
second, third, and fourth places,
with Julie Edinger taking the
second place with a jump of
5 ’2". Edinger then took first
place in the 55m hurdles with a
time of 8.88 seconds, edging out
teammate Connie Klein by only
N .03 of a second.
In the shot put, Tamie Gipe of
GV took second place with a
throw of 3 97", losing out by
only 3/4 of an inch.
Regina Brewer jumped 10.92
meters in the triple jump to take
first place over teammates Am
ber Johnson, and Shawn O ’Bry
ant. Brewer also took second
place finishes in the long jump,
and 55 m dash.
In the 1000m run, senior San
dra Terrell
out distanced a
Loyola runner by less then .80 of
a second to take first place hon
ors.
GV’s Krystal Mack’s time of
1:00.69 in the 400m and Canarj
Price took first and second place
respectively.

Lansing or Ann Arbor.
•It will be interesting to see if
the departure of Mouse Davis
•When signing day for football
will affect the Lions’ offensive
recruits came last week, Bobby
scheme next season. Somehow I
Bowden and his Florida State
have the feeling that certain
Seminoles landed three, count
people (most notably Wayne
’em three, of the nation’s top
ten.
Fontes) aren’t crying as a result
•Is John Long really the an
•How ironic that Pete Rose
swer for a Zeke-less Pistons
can be banned from pro base
squad? I think the answer came
ball’s Hall of Fame for gam
last week when the Bulls broke
bling, yet former Tiger great
Denny McLain was recently se
that Palace jinx and beat the
champs on their home court
lected to the Michigan Sports
Hall of Fame despite being in
•The NBA Slam Dunk contest
dicted and convicted of extortion
is biased toward the short guys,
and peddling illegal drugs.
like Dee Brown, Kenny Smith,
•It appears to be the end of the
and Spud Webb from recent his
line for Sugar Ray Leonard-for
tory. I don’t care if he is 6’10,
real. It’s always sad to see “the
game for game, dunk for dunk,
game” catch up and pass a great
Shawn Kemp is the league’s
one, whether it be Kareem in
best
basketball, Steve Carlton in
•How dare the NBA try to
baseball or in the world of box
push Bill Cartwright into wear
ing, like in this case.
ing elbow pads. It’s unfortunate
I can still remember Sugar
that Akeem Olajuwon’s eye
dancing in the 7 6 Olympics with
socket was shattered, but mus
the fringe on his boots and the
cling underneath is part of the
game.
picture of his then-girlfriend
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
taped to his sock.
•The decision by University of
Grand Valleyforward Brent Wichlacz looks fo r an opening in the
•Georgia Tech, Kentucky and
H ouston ju n io r QB David
Michigan Tech defense. The Lakers had little problem with Tech,
DePaul all appear to have the
Klingler to stay in school has
winning 82-64, and taking sole posession o f first place in the GLIAC.
early lead in college hoops re
changed the face of the whole
cruiting, each having inked two
first round of the NFL draft in
of the USA Today's Top 25 HS
April.
players.
•Reason #21 of “Why Base HOOPS from p. 13
Speaking of, Birmingham
ball’s Better Than Football”
Country Day’s 6’10 phenom
The Lakers will travel to
from Thomas Boswell’s book tional honor for the week as Har
Chris Webber (Michigan’s Mr.
Hillsdale on Valentine’s Day for
The Heart o f the Order : Having vey was named the GLIAC
Basketball hands down) appar
an 8 p.m. match-up and will be
162 games a year is 10.125 times player of the week for his efforts
in the Lakers two conference
ently will end up in either East
at Wayne State on Saturday,
as good as having 16.
wins.
February 16, fora 3 pm game.

The Lady Lakers will compete
See TRACK p. 16

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh* system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technolog)' that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent w av-so once you’ve learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple* SuperDrive,™ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS, 2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
vourself. It's better than a dream -it’s a Macintosh.
Apple into (duces the Macintosh I.C
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For all of your computer needs contact

John Klein
208 Manitou Hall
895-2068

The power to be your best'
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Men’s V-ball Goes 1-1 Last Week
By Christine Stuck

Sports Writer
The Grand Valley men’s vol
leyball club split a pair of
matches, last week as they
downed Hope in five games and
then were unable to capitalize on
late leads against Calvin.
Monday, February 4, GVSU
hosted Hope College and came
away with a 3-2 win. The Lak
ers dropped the first two games
before rallying to take the final
three.
Game one went to Calvin with
a 15-8 score. Matt Kolbe led the
Laker attack with three kills.
Grand Valley fared a little bet
ter in game two as the Lakers
were able to score 12 points in
the loss.
Brian Haverdink
scored three points, including an
ace to lead service scoring for
GV. Craig Havican had six kills
in the game.
Improvement continued as
Grand Valley claimed game
three 15-10.
After trading side-outs for
three service rotations, the Lak
ers went on a four-point scoring
run behind the serving of Steve
Lewis to take a 4-0 lead. Then
GVSU faltered and Hope gained
a 7-4 advantage. At 6-9, Lewis
helped the Lakers make another
four-point run to go ahead 10-9.

Hope scored to knot the game at
10-10 before Grand Valley
closed out the game.
Aaron Ebling and Havican re
corded four kills apiece and
Haverdink added three plus two
down-blocks for the kill.
GVSU used two big scoring
streaks in game four to defeat
Hope 15-9.
Havican used his first service
opportunity to rack up six points
and give the Lakers a 6-0 lead.
Lewis had two kills in the run
and Kolbe added one. Each
team added a point before Hope
rallied to tie the match at 7-7.
Dann VanDyke stepped to the
service line next, scoring seven
points to put Grand Valley
within one point of a victory.
Kolbe added two more kills dur
ing the scoring stint and Dan
Apol had three kills, one off the
block.
Hope was able to get a sideout, two more points and hold
off the Lakers for almost a full
rotation before they were
downed 9-15.
Lewis, Kolbe and Apol ended
up with four kills apiece and
VanDyke recorded three.
Game five was played under
the rally point rule (each serve
results in a point) and proved to
be an exciting end to a long
match.

The largest lead of the game
was three points, as Hope led 96. But the Lakers battled back to
a 9-9 tie. The teams traded
points to 12-12, Grand Valley
struggling to keep up. Then
GVSU went ahead 13-12 on a
kill by Ebling. Hope again knot
ted the score, 13-13, before Van
Dyke blocked for point number
14.
Hope managed one more tie,
14-14, but that was the last point
they would score as VanDyke
recorded a kill for point 15 and
Ebling served up an ace for
match point, 16-14.
Saturday, February 9 Calvin
visited Grand Valley, leaving
with a 3-0 victory that was more
difficult than it sounds.
Grand Valley had a 13-12 lead
in game one but was unable to
convert it into a win as Calvin
scored the next three points,
claiming the game 15-13.
Havican and Kolbe scored five
and four points, respectively in
the losing effort
Game two went to Calvin, 1512. GVSU’s offensive attack
was led by VanDyke and Kolbe
with three kills apiece.
From there it was all Calvin as
the Lakers could only muster
two points in the final game,
dropping game three 2-15.

' •

..

PHOTO BY JASON DENNY
Grand Valley's men's volleyball team's impressive comeback
leads to a five game match victory over Hope College

Men’s Swim Team Ties Ferris For the First Time Ever
By Scott Kelley
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley men’s swim
team closed out its season this
past weekend with a taste of
both worlds. On Friday, the
Lakers were defeated 161-87 by
a strong Depauw team, and then
tied the Ferris Bulldogs the fol
lowing day.
The men have never beaten
the Ferris swim team. Last year
Grand Valley lost by thirty
points.
The first meet of the weekend
began against a very tough
Depauw team. This was the
Lakers first m eeting with
Depauw and it ended in crushing

defeat.

Although the Lakers were not
able to pull off many first places,
there were still some season best
times swam. The m en’s 200
medley relay team o f Curt
Warner, Mario Magnetta, Bryan
Keizer, and Joe Skrycki swam
their best time in two seasons.
The only time they swam faster
was when rested for conference.
Dave Martini also swam his
best time in two seasons in the
1000 free.

Ferris State University with
hopes of breaking their winless
streak against the Bulldog swim
team. The Lakers took a giant
step forward to this goal, tying
Ferris on the last event.
Curt Warner led off the day
with a lifetime best time in the
100 backstroke. Warner also
swam his lifetime best time in

Tom Vandersloot swam his
best time in the 200 I.M. and the
second fastest time in Grand
Valley history. Jeff Hoyle also
swam his season best time in the
200 I.M.
The Lakers followed the next
day battling conference rival

1991 BSN
STUDENTS.
t Enter the Air Force
im m ediately after gradua
tion — w ithout waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force n u rse officer. And if selected
during your senior yearn, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a m ajor Air Force m edical facili
ty. To apply, you’ll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head sta rt in the
Air Force. Call
v

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT (313) 463-8599

the 500 fine.
Tom Vandersloot shined once
again when he broke the 400
I.M. record that he previously set
last week.
Joe Skrycki contributed with a
lifetime best time of 49.05 in the
100 free and a season best time
of 1:50.29 in the 200 free.
Laker coach Dewey Newsome

felt that the meet was a total
team effort with the strength fo
cused on the distance and diving
events.
Grand Valley will now go to
the GLIAC championships with
90% of the people swimming
faster than last year. The Lakers
finished third last year, just
points behind Ferris.

CLASSIFIED ADS
W a n te d
/
/ AMERICAN AUPAIR /
✓ Nanny specialists of Bos
ton, invites you to spend a
✓
✓ challenging, rewarding and
✓ profitable year with carefully
/
/ screened professional fami
/ lies. Complete nanny sup
-- port network awaits your
arrival. Round trip airfare,
beautiful
New England
/
/ neighborhoods, good wages
/
and benefits. No fees. No
required classes. Immediate
placement available. Local
/ interview. Call Carol after 1
/
p.m .- (616) 723 - 4084.

t

3

Wanted

P e r s o n a ls

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.
1-206-736-7000, Ext. C419

ADOPTION
College grad’s happily mar
ried childless wish to adopt
white new born
from
birthmother with similar
background. College educa
tion, a stable home with an
abundance df love is assured.
Please help make our dream
come true. All medical &
legal expenses paid. Confi
dential. Call collect - (305)
341 -5901.

Services
TYPING - Term papers, resu
mes, and more! Reasonable rates.
Call WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES O F JENISON at
457-1903 today!

tin

I ’m waiting for you to b«
my valentine.
AJH,

;& d|S$lFIED ADS wantedforThe Lanthom. $3.00 for thefirst 15 words. 150 for each additional
word. $ 1.00 for bonier. All ads must be prepaid. The Lanthom office is located in the lower level
of Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The Lanthom, Grand Valley State Universtiy, Allendale, MI
49401. Deadline is six days prior to publication ( T h u r s d a f p r o ) . Special GVSU Student Rate:
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Grapplers Having
Tough Season
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer

■r

Back to basics. The Grand
Valley State University wres
tling team did just that Monday
afternoon at practice after a
tough weekend.
The Lakers lost to both Lake
Superior State and Michigan
State over the weekend by scores
of 29-5 and 32-5, respectively.
Friday, GV was dominated by
the Soo Lakers from Lake Supe
rior. The Lakers could only man
age one tie and one win in ten
matches.
Freshman Collen Newberry
won the only match for Grand
Valley with an 8-4 victory over
John Stump of Lake Superior in
the 190 pound division.
Rob
DeLatorre was the only other
GV wrestler to score points in
the m eet
On Saturday, host Michigan
State showed why Division I
schools are generally better than
Division II.
The Lakers wrestled better
than the final score may indicate.
Dwayne Knieper won at 134
SWIM from p. 13 -----------------second places.
A season and lifetime best
came from the 400 medley relay
team.
Shari Bartz and Julie Blythe
also swam season bests in the
50 free. Heidi Schindorf con
tributed to the victory with a

*
pounds over Tom Welch on a
technical fall at 3:29 of the
match.
“We wrestled better and with
more intensity against State,”
commented coach Jim Scott.
“Probably our best wrestlers
right now are Knieper, New
berry, Terry Davis and Kyle
Miller.”
This Wednesday, the Lakers
host rival Ferris State at the
Field House. The Bulldogs beat
Lake Superior State the last time
they wrestled so Scott expects a
tough match.
“They will be tough, but not as
good as the last time we wrestled
them,” remarked Scott
Possibly returning to action is
senior co-captain Scott Marvin,
who has been out with a back
injury. Marvin has been out two
months and his conditioning
remains a question.
Also returning to the line-up is
Todd Jones who had a cast re
moved from his arm two weeks
ago. Other injuries that have not
healed include senior co-captain
Pat Lambrecht who is out with a
back injury. _ • _______;

lifetime bestin the 100 breast
Tracy Tyler’s time in the 400
I.M. was her season best. Robin
Sergeant's time in the 400 I.M.
was her season best
The Lady Lakers are now
looking hopefully ahead to the
GLIAC championships. ______

TRACK from p. 14
in the GLIAC Championships
this weekend. Coach Gary Mar
■
tin noted it would be tough, but
he feels good about the Lakers
chance at taking the title.
“We just got done running on
a very slow track, and we had
some very good times. So we
should run even faster in Sagi
naw,” noted Martin.
The men’s trade team had a
very strong meet, taking second
place, losing only to the Univer

sity of Wisconsin- Milwaukee.
Grand Valley’s Steve Nederveld ran an exceptional 55m
hurdles in a time of 7.78 seconds
to take first place, and teammate
John Rinehart took third place.
Randy Kloss throw erf 46' 7 1/
4" was good enough for third
place. Laker Brent Dykstra took
third and fourth places respec
tively in the long jump and pole
vault
In the 400m run Mike Mull

DOMINO'S

took third with a time of 53.06,
and Shane Azbell took fourth
place.
Overall coach Gary Martin
was very impressed with the
men’s performances.
The GV men’s track team will
be in Saginaw this weekend to
compete in the GLIAC indoor
Championship. “ Our goal is to
finish in the top three,” com
mented Martin.

laker

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Senior Regina Brewer receives the Female Athlete of
the Week for her tremendous performance last week
end in the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Invi
tational. Regina took firstplace in the triplejump, with
a jump of 10.92 meters. In the 55 meter dash andthe
long jump, Regina took second place finishes in both
events.

Congratulations to forward Steve Harvey for once again
receiving this week’s Male Athlete award. Against
Michigan Tech., Steve shot six for eight for the field, and
six for seven from the charity stripe for 20 points, four
rebounds, and three steals. Steve also had 14 points, four
assists, and three steals against Northern Michigan. Steve
was voted GLIAC Player of the Week for his contributions
in both Lakers victories.

5 pm February 25. Reserve now and
save!

Pick-up applications at the clubhouse or
Kent House #9.

For More Inform ation, ta ll 8 9 5 -6 3 5 1

Grand Valley Apartments
on the Southern Edge of Campus

